CASE STUDY
Integration to Drive
Customer Engagement
How Macmillan Learning’s journey to
organisational innovation and
improving the customer experience
was enabled with the WS02 platform.

The Problems
The team at Macmillan Learning wanted to evolve the business, but meeting their
digital transformation needs – both in terms of product development and customerfacing solutions – were near-impossible with their current setup.
They had existing point-to-point integrations between multiple systems, which were
difficult to maintain, support and extend. Additionally, supporting the systems took
up 80% of their efforts, with only 20% focusing on evolving the business. They
needed to change this as it prevented them from innovating.
Growth in publishing is often driven by mergers and acquisitions, where companies
inherit lots of different systems and, with them, a web of integrations. So, because of
the many integrated solutions already in play, there were some challenges from
legacy systems to overcome, including:

✔ Their solutions ecosystem, while evolved, included disparate
technology stacks
✔ Each had evolved individually over time, and had fragmented as
a result
✔ They lacked the long-term vision of how technology could help
the business
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The Macmillan team were looking to achieve certain criteria when evaluating
and selecting their enterprise integration solution:
Delivering and evolving continuous improvements to the user platform and
experience.
Execute faster than their competitors to maintain competitive edge through
greater efficiencies and innovation.
Taking into account the structure of the organisation and its culture: the
tech strategy could not exist in isolation. A goal was to improve the culture
and approach to working with partners and vendors – and align the
structure across the technology department.
They were already using a large number of solutions that integrate with
content generation all the way to warehouses and distribution, or when it
comes to interfacing with digital solutions with third parties. The solution
they selected needed them to seamlessly integrate.

Ultimately, they needed to use tools available in the marketplace, make them
part of their ecosystem and then build integrations in a way that enabled them
to spend most of their time and energy on the key business goals and values
most important to them.
The main drivers (KPIs) they wanted to prioritise were: suitable platform costs,
quick delivery, low development spend and a high potential for scalability.
They were looking for a solution to enable reuse, improve stability and enable
monitoring – all crucial to driving growth and innovation.
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The Solution
WSO2 allowed them to untangle and unify a myriad of systems, and it was able to
offer plenty of connectors for doing things simply.
To approach the key to achieving seamless integration for the Macmillan Learning
team, we first looked at the current ecosystem to get a clear understanding of the
systems and structures already in place.
We worked with them to document an inventory of business processes and systems
interactions, which informed the integration techniques that were needed. This
included:
Centralise disparate FTP servers and sites
Decommission all queuing solutions
Substitute all email or ticket-based integrations with automation
System manage and centrally control scheduled jobs
This then helped us to define their target reference architecture, the set of
documents that paved the way for their digital transformation. We mapped this to
the capabilities that WS02 has, strategically planning for potential roadblocks, and we
asked if everything they wanted was achievable with this solution.
For the Macmillan team, WS02 was able to provide most of the functionality and
capabilities they needed out of the box. This meant they didn’t have to do a lot of
customization or development. It was also cost-effective; it was an open source
solution, which meant that they only licensed what they needed.
WS02 was able to standardise the solutions Macmillan were using, helping them to:

✔achieve their business goals
✔manage dependencies effectively
✔maintain continuous integration
✔optimise maintenance and support
✔improve customer satisfaction
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The Outcomes
The critical outcomes that helped to improve both the developers’ and customer
user experience were:

✔ The system is able to be maintained easier and run better
Developers are able to utilise data over subject matter expertise to stack rank
business processes which yield greater customer satisfaction. This has enabled
the team to implement tools and capabilities for monitoring how the system is
running which feeds into ongoing improvements. They can also target the most
important APIs using this data, which allows them to report that everything is
running as it should with confidence. Outages and failures, in terms of their
integrated processes, are mostly a thing of the past – which is especially
important for business-critical processes.

✔Technology teams can proactively work together
With better monitoring and reporting in place thanks to the WS02 tools, the
team can pre-empt customer issues (that they would usually need to contact
the support desk for), track where problems might arise, and diagnose the root
cause of most issues when they do occur. All of the teams know who everyone
is and who to contact if there is a problem. This has fostered a digital
transformation mindset of working and collaborating with everybody else.
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✔Higher availability when customers need it most
They shifted their development team offshore to reduce costs, but also to align time
zones so developers were able to work more closely with the QA testing team. This
enabled them to put in place a “follow the sun” model, where they are able to make
different time zones work for them – with teams in India, the UK and the US. It allows
the teams to be more productive, which leads to quicker delivery and improved
customer satisfaction.

✔More sophisticated integrations and processes over time
Since implementing their Enterprise Service Bus, the team now uses a combination
of technologies. They primarily use WS02 for transactional & long-running processes,
together with Amazon Web Services for a range of other capabilities, e.g. Lambdas,
appflow, step functions. For the team at Macmillan Learning, it’s all about best
practices and using the right tool for the right solutions.
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About Macmillan Learning
Macmillan Learning is an industry leader in Educational Publishing and Ed Tech.
By linking research to learning practice, they develop engaging content and
pioneering products for students that are empathetic, highly effective, and help
students learn better.
Their target market includes approximately 9,000 colleges and 50,000 high schools
in the USA and Canada – and they have extensive partnerships with the world's
best researchers, educators and administrators. The company’s goal is to facilitate
teaching and learning opportunities that spark student engagement and improve
outcomes.
They are headquartered in New York City and offices around the US.

ribbonfish.co.uk
Follow us on social media:
@RibbonfishTeam
linkedin.com/company/ribbonfish
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